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New Store Opening!

Congratulations!
to Team chestnut and 

Bailey Sells Manager of GA166 

our newest Auntie Anne’s/Cinnabon  

co-brand location opened April 1st

in savannah, Georgia!
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To Chris Sammartino!
Chris was recently appointed to the franchise advisory council

for auntie anne's!

we are all very proud of you on this prestigious
accomplishment!

- Your Chestnut Land Family



Meet
Ashley Fuller

"Ashley is a ball of

energy with the gift of

gab.  She is always high

energy and can strike

up a conversation with

anyone."

- Kasie Machingo
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April Employee Spotlight

Ashley started with us as a college intern last February 2021 to help us with filing,

entering new hires, and employment verifications. We needed some help in recruiting so the

internship shifted to help Kasie. Ashley was a perfect fit for recruiting! She loves talking

to people and her personality was exactly what was needed in that role. In December 2021

we hired her on as a full-time recruiter! She is still attending college classes at night and

online to get her Business degree in HR. Ashley will graduate this May. She never skips a

beat at work. She is passionate about her job and always has a positive outlook! Thanks

for all you do Ashley and it is great to have you as part of our CLC family!

Written by Rebekah Marstellar



Meet Ashley Fuller
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1.  Are you a morning person or a night owl?
If you ask my coworkers, they will definitely tell you I am NOT a morning person. But, if I actually can
wake myself up in the morning, I do love mornings! It’s relaxing and peaceful, plus it gives me an excuse
to get a cup of coffee from Starbucks. 

2.  What’s your idea of a perfect day?
I consider myself a busy body. My perfect day would be pretty packed and have me on the go. Of course
the weather would have to be warm and sunny. I would wake up early and go to hot yoga, then I would
head off to the park to go on a run. From there, I would go home to get dressed up for a nice
lunch/early dinner with my girlfriends. Wrapping up the perfect day, I would head to the lake with my
friends/ family to drive out on the boat or kayak so we can relax and watch the sun go down. 

3. Tell us about the funniest recruiting call you have been on?
It is safe to say I have a lot. I do not have a particular story to talk about, but more of a general
conversation that I have very often with candidates. Many, many times at the beginning of my pitch I
introduce myself as ‘Ashley from Auntie Anne’s’. And more times than I can count, after introducing
myself I have to convince the candidate I am saying Auntie Anne’s and not AT&T. And you would be
surprised on how many times I say “A-u-n-t-i-e A-n-n-e-s” before the candidate realizes we serve pretzels
not cellular service. 

4. Which historical figure would you most like to meet?
I am not sure… I would mostly enjoy meeting the Buddhists who first introduced yoga to the world. I
love the practice and the study of yoga, so I would love to be exposed to the original teachings and
knowledge that these people understood and taught to others. 

5. What did you name your first car?
I never named my first car, sadly. I had a 2010 white equinox, passed down from my dad, to my older
brother, and then to me. It took care of me through my high school years, but the engine blew when I
entered college and we had to scrap this beauty in the end. 

6. If you were famous, what would you be famous for?
I always would love to be a TV host of some sort in Hollywood, or the person on ET who gets to
interview all of the celebrities. Maybe become the “Kelly” in the show, Live with Kelly and Ryan. I also
wouldn’t mind being the new Jimmy Fallon, I like to think I have some good humor that would make the
audience laugh.

7. What do you love about your job?
I love the conversations I get to have while interviewing someone. I am able to speak to some pretty
cool and interesting people in my job. I love that I am able to communicate with individuals who live all
over the place. I get funny stories, sad stories, serious stories, you name it… I seem to get it all within a
10 minute phone call. 

8. Tell us your go-to ice breaker question when speaking to a potential employee?
The question I love is “If I were to ask your friends to tell me about you, what do you think they will
say?’” An interview can be scary and even nerve racking, so sometimes it is difficult to get a good read
on a person. I feel when I ask this type of question, it tends to relax the candidate and their answer
normally comes from an honest judgement about themselves. 

9. Are you a traveler or a homebody?
I am a homebody, however I would love to travel! Right now life is busy, busy! So, no time to travel. But, I
hope and plan to set time aside to really travel in my future, so I can better understand the world
around us. 

10. When was the last time you did something for the first time?
Well, I recently got certified to teach yoga at the end of March, so that is a first. I also tried a new
chicken wrap for the first time at my go-to place, Sweet Melissa’s last week. Sad to say, I will not be
getting that one again, and I will stick to the usual, chicken gyro.



Chestnut Contest

Nothing But
Buckets

contest Prizes

Winners

KY117 - The Outlet Shoppes of the Bluegrass
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1st place - $400 cash to be split amongst the entire staff in the store

2nd place - $300 cash to be split amongst the entire staff in the store

3rd place - $200 worth of Auntie Anne’s swag such as water bottles, pretzel socks, tumblers,
phone cases and more.

 

MI105 - Grand Traverse Mall

MI115 - Lakes Mall
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Awesome Job Everyone!
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Company News

Southwoods Surgical Cited for Best Patient Experience

OUR SISTER COMPANY SOUTHWOODS HEALTH

the Surgical Hospital at Southwoods has been named a “Best Hospital for Patient

Experience” as reported by Becker’s Hospital Review. 

Southwoods is one of 10 hospitals in Ohio named to the list, and the only hospital in the

tri-county area with a five-star rating from the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid

Services (CMS).

The ratings are based on figures using Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare

Providers and Systems scores from 10 topic-specific measures. The CMS summary star

rating combines this information about different aspects of patient experience of care

to make it easier to compare hospitals. The ratings come from the CMS Care Compare

website and represents their most recent scores.

“It is an honor to once again be named a top hospital for patient experience,” said Ed

Muransky, chief executive officer at Southwoods. “These types of awards are a direct

reflection of the hard work and dedication of our physicians and staff. Their

commitment to providing the best care possible to our patients is unmatched.”
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Amazing job

MI 135!



for Anyone (all employees are eligible) in

the month of April that refers a new

employee that works for a minimum of 60

days, we will enter you into a drawing to

win a 75-inch TV or the cash value of the TV,

your choice!!! we will have a drawing on

July 5th to announce the winner!!!! 

VICKIE BENNETT IN111 FOR REFERRING ALEXANDRIA BOYER IN111

DAVID BEARD GA110/128 FOR REFERRING DEDRICK JONES GA139

ROSETTA FRANTZ MI115 FOR REFERRING MADISON NAVONI MI115

SHANNON BURON OH130 FOR REFERRING SHI HALL OH130

6 Months - $300
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Employee Referral Program
employees who earned CASH for employee referrals

April 1st, 2022

9 Months - $400

3 Months - $200
HANNAH SANDERS IN130 FOR REFERRING VALERIEANN CAPLINGER IN130

CRYSTAL CLARK GA106 FOR REFERRING BRITTANY REESE GA106

75-Inch tv



STEPS CHALLENGE
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Monthly Fitness

Your Goals for This Challenge
Aim to walk at least 7,500 to 10,000 steps every day.

If you can't quite get there yet, that's OK! Focus

instead on walking a little more each day than you're

used to.

Take a 30-minute walk at least 5 times a week.

Why 7,500 to 10,000 Daily Steps?
The idea that you should take 10,000 steps a day is practically wellness gospel, nearly as

universal as the idea that you should drink 8 glasses of water daily. But both of those

benchmarks are a bit oversimplified. There's actually stronger evidence the health

benefits of walking — including improved mood, better heart health and stronger knees

— level off at about 7,500 steps a day.

So don't worry if you don't reach 10,000 steps each day — or even 7,500, for that

matter. Instead, focus on what these goals represent: namely, moving your body

regularly.

If you already use a pedometer or other step tracker, check how many steps you're

currently taking on an average day. If you're not tracking steps, use the first day of the

challenge to get an idea of how much you're walking without really pushing yourself.

For most Americans, that number is between 3,000 and 4,000 steps. Jot down your

baseline so you can measure your progress throughout the month. There will likely be

days you don't get much beyond your baseline — we get it. Remind yourself to set

reasonable goals based on your unique circumstances.

And remember that the intensity of your walks matters, too. The Physical Activity

Guidelines for Americans recommend at least 150 to 300 minutes (that's 2.5 to 5 hours) of

moderate-intensity aerobic activity (think: any walking that gets your heart beating

faster) each week. That's why we've made it part of the challenge to take a 30-minute

walk at least five times a week. Depending on your pace, that 30-minute walk can add

roughly 2,000 to 3,000 steps to your day, according to Gundersen Health System.

https://www.livestrong.com/slideshow/1011108-11-ways-measure-progress-fitness-journey/
https://health.gov/sites/default/files/2019-09/Physical_Activity_Guidelines_2nd_edition.pdf
https://www.gundersenhealth.org/health-wellness/move/physical-activity/minutes-in-motion/pedometer-conversion-chart/
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Monthly Fitness
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Working On Wellness

BENEFITS OF READING

While reading, we have to remember different characters and settings that belong to a
given story. Even if you enjoy reading a book in one sitting, you have to remember the
details throughout the time you take to read the book. Therefore, reading is a workout
for your brain that improves memory function. 

READING EXERCISES THE BRAIN

Did you know that most of the popular TV shows and movies are based on books? So why
not indulge in the original form of entertainment by immersing yourself in reading.

READING IS A FORM OF (FREE) ENTERTAINMENT

We can all agree that reading cannot happen without focus and in order to fully
understand the story, we have to concentrate on each page that we read. In a world
where gadgets are only getting faster and shortening our attention span, we need to
constantly practice concentration and focus. Reading is one of the few activities that
requires your undivided attention, therefore, improving your ability to concentrate.

READING IMPROVES CONCENTRATION AND THE ABILITY TO FOCUS

have you ever read a book where you came across an unfamiliar word? Books have the
power to improve your vocabulary by introducing you to new words. The more you read,
the more your vocabulary grows, along with your ability to effectively communicate.
Additionally, reading improves writing skills by helping the reader understand and learn
different writing styles.

READING IMPROVES LITERACY

By creating a bedtime routine that includes reading, you can signal to your body that it
is time to sleep. Now, more than ever, we rely on increased screen time to get through the
day. Therefore, by setting your phone aside and picking up a book, you are telling your
brain that it is time to quiet down. Moreover, since reading helps you de-stress, doing so
right before bed helps calm your mind and anxiety and improve the quality of sleep.

READING IMPROVES SLEEP

Reading has the power to transport you to another world and away from the
monotonous daily routine. By doing so, reading can decrease stress, lower heart rate and
reduce blood pressure.

READING REDUCES STRESS



MI141- 11

GA011-6

FL177- 4

FL013-4

FL221- 3

MD010-3

TO THESE 6 STORES!
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DTiQ Audit Streaks
3 consecutive 100% scores

We thank you for your attention to detail and consistency throughout

your operations! Remember to focus on being the best we can be and always

do the right thing when no one is looking!

You
deserve a

treat!



ELIZABETH DAMREL - MI123

CHRISTOPHER-MICHAEL SIEVERT - OH147

MELANIE OTT - OH163

MICHELLE BROWN - FLORIDA MALL CINNABON 

GIULIANA RIVAS - FL154

JOHANNA TRANA - FL187

ANDREW MOODY - HOME OFFICE

SUSANA CHEA - FL182

ZOEY GERARD - IL131

HOLDEN BAILEY - NC131

JOHN MATHENY - IL163

MARK STEVENS - FL171

BRIANNA SMITH - OH175

JACOB WALTON - FL162

JAILIN LIEVANO - FL177

AMBER HOLDEN - NC114

DESTINY DALEY - FL171

ELIZABETH WILCOX - FL171

ASHLEY O'HANIAN - OH175

MALAYNA JONES - FL143

CATHERINE WOLVERTON - FL171
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April
Work Anniversaries

8 Years

7 Years

6 Years

6 Years

6 Years

5 Years

5 Years

5 Years

4 Years

3 Years

3 Years

3 Years

3 Years

1 Year

1 Year

1 Year

1 Year

1 Year

1 Year

1 Year

1 Year

Congratulations to all of you on your work anniversary! This is  something we

are very proud of and as should you. Let’s continue to grow this list each and

every month. Thank you all for your hard work and service over the years!
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April Birthdays

AARON GERARD - IL131

ALEXANDRA BOYER - IN111

JOSLYN HOLDEN - NC114

ELORADANA CARLIN - GA130

JAMES COWSERT - FL197

TALEI TURAGA - FL158

MIKA SANDERS - IN109

JANAHVIA EVANS - GA106

CALEB LAWRENCE - FL175

KIMBERLY BRADY - MI141

ANGEL YOUNG - MI135

SKYLER MARTIN - PA254

HANNAH SANDERS - IN109

MEGAN RENNIE - NH105

ANJAIL ABDULLAH - MI135

LAUREN MASON - OH130

MADYSEN FULLER - NC131

AIDAN COSGROVE - FL276

JEINNY ROSADO RIVERA - FL149

ZARIA KING - FL158

DAVID CARMO - NH106

4/2

4/2

4/3

4/5

4/6

4/8

4/9

4/9

4/9

4/10

4/10

4/11

4/11

4/12

4/12

4/13

4/13

4/14

4/15

4/15

4/17

ZOEY GERARD - IL131

LIZETTE GALLEGOS - IL163

NIA HOLT - GA166

ELIZABETH DAMREL - MI123

TANNER AVNET - HOME OFFICE

CHRISTOPHER CRUZ ANDUJAR - FL149

MAKAYLA PEACH - MI123

JAMIE MCMAHON - GA106

BRENT LANTHORN - OH163

WILLIAM AVILES - FL149

JAILIN LIEVANO - FL177

CRAIG MERKERSON - MI122

SARA PEREZ - NC102

CARMEN BRENES - FL230

JAYKEB STOUT - MI117

JESSICA YOUNG - IL136

DAVID WILSON - MI135

BREANNA COCHRAN - FL201

EMILY HAGAN - IN114

DASHANE WILLIAMS - FL175

ABIGAYLE CALLIPO - FL111

4/18

4/20

4/20

4/20

4/20

4/22

4/22

4/22

4/22

4/23

4/24

4/24

4/25

4/27

4/27

4/28

4/28

4/28

4/28

4/28

4/28


